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DEADPXLZ

DEADPXLZ is the first interactive NFT collection on the
Cardano blockchain.
The project started out in March 2021. It was born out of the
desire to not only do something different only for the sake of
doing it but to build and innovate as well as bring people together
in a thriving community of likeminded individuals.
There are 10,000 PXL NFTs in existence.
The entire collection has been minted on May 6th 2021 under the
following policy ID:
1ec85dcee27f2d90ec1f9a1e4ce74a667dc9be8b184463223f9c9601
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metaPXLZ

metaPXLZ are the official DEADPXLZ 3D collectibles.
metaPXLZ are derivative NFTs based on the original
DEADPXLZ collection. There’s 10K of them, each corresponding
to one original PXL.
They were built together with @Fauna, the artist you know and
love for his cool 3D renditions of PXLZ.
Any Genesis PXL holder can mint their metaPXL provided it has
not yet been minted by going to the PXL Explorer.
The metaPXLZ are minted under this policy ID:
d6e3ae03a94c9748189f41e9d180f91e971f18909ea52559c977c259
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The PXL Explorer

The PXL Explorer is the main hub for both PXL and
metaPXLZ collectors as it allows for both buying, selling and
bidding on Genesis PXLZ in a decentralised setting as well as
minting metaPXLZ if your Genesis PXL is eligible.
metaPXLZ can only be traded on Cardano 3rd party marketplaces
such as https://jpeg.store or https://cnft.io
Find out more by going to https://pxlz.org/explorer.
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Major Project Milestones
September ‘21
NFT distribution - 10,000 PXLZ sold by using a novel
minting mechanics (the Instadrop model)
November ‘21
PXL Explorer - the 2nd smart contract marketplace on
Cardano, exclusively tailored for DEADPXLZ
March ‘22
metaPXLZ - launched the metaPXLZ collection mint via
the PXL Explorer using atomic minting
April ‘22
$DING tokenomics - compiled the tokenomics of the
governance & utility token of DEADPXLZ.
$DING staking - PXL & metaPXL holders to accrue
$DING
Q3 ‘22
PXL Boot Camp - PXL Wars 1st public launch, will
allow users to forge PXLZ and accrue $DING.
Genesis Holder rewards - Rewards for Genesis PXL
holders to start rolling out.
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Major Project Milestones (continued)
Q3-Q4 ‘22
PXL Wars P2E - 1st public launch of the PvP P2E game
$DING staking - in-game $DING staking for APY
PXL Wars Skirmishes - a free-to-play version of the
PXL Wars
EoY ‘22 - Early ‘23
Evolving PXL Wars - overall ecosystem improvements
and new feature add-ons based on data, user input and
project governance.
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PXL Wars

The PXL Wars will be a Play2Earn game built on the Cardano
blockchain where users will be able to conduct a number of
activities such as PvP Battles and Skirmishes as well as stake
their $DING tokens and earn $DING APY.
PXL Wars will be open to everyone, regardless if they hold
Genesis or metaPXLZ. Wars accounts will be created in the form
of an NFT on the Cardano blockchain. All relevant game activity
and user information will then be logged within this newly
minted account token’s metadata thus assuring complete
ownership over one’s PXL Wars account.
Future iterations/add-ons of the game will bring extra content,
features and levels of interaction to the table.
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In-game Activities
PXL FORGING
Build your PXL squad
Users will be able to build their own custom PXLZ which they
can then use in PvP battle.
The PXL Wars P2E game will feature 3 main game modes.

Boot Camp

PvP

Skirmish

Earn $DING while
forging PXLZ

Earn ADA by
winning battles

Practice your PvP
skills

Users will be able to earn $DING & ADA and practice their battle
skills against other users.
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In-game Activities (continued)
In-game shop
Acquire items which give you an extra edge in battle
An in-game shop will allow users to spend $DING in exchange
for various consumables and cosmetics.

PXL Loot Boxes
Open treasure chests and win in-game items and even $DING
Loot Boxes will be available for in-game purchase and will award
users with precious consumables, cosmetics or $DING.

$DING STAKING
Gain access to upper Forge Tiers by staking $DING & earning APY
Users will be able to stake their $DING tokens for APY and gain
access to superior Forging options and other in-game goodies.
For a full run-down of the tokenomics behind $DING, read the
DINGONOMICS paper available at https://pxlz.org.
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PXL Forging

Forging is the PXL Wars activity where users choose from a
selection of 69 Attributes and 5 Bases (identical to the ones
from the Genesis collection) and build (forge) their own custom
PXL in exchange for ADA.
Users will then be able to take their Forged PXLZ into battle and
play vs. other users for ADA rewards.
In order to be able to participate in a PXL Wars battle a user
needs to have forged at least 3 PXLZ.
The number of forged PXLZ / user will be capped to 20.
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PXL Forging (continued)
The PXL Wars Forge will be split into 3 main tiers.

Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

First 23 attributes
& dead base

Tier 1 + next 23
attributes, reptilian
& vampire bases,

Tier 1 + Tier 2 +
last 23 attributes,
werewolf & alien
bases

No participation
requirements

Requirements:
20,000 $DING
stake, 15% APY

Requirements:
35,000 $DING
stake, 20% APY

Tier 1 comes with no participation requirements and allows
users to forge the first 23 of the 69 total attributes & the dead
base.
Tier 2 requires users to stake 20,000 $DING (15% APY) in
order to participate but opens up the next 23 attributes for
forging plus the reptilian and vampire bases.
Tier 3 unlocks the entire set of 69 attributes as well as the
werewolf and alien bases if the 35,000 $DING staking (20%
APY) requirement is met.
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PXL Boot Camp

The PXL Boot Camp will be a limited Forged PXL staking
program introduced before PvP & Skirmishes. It will allow users
to get an early start by forging their PXLZ and earning $DING
rewards while they’re at it.
To this end, a special Boot Camp fund of 75,000,000 $DING will be
up for grabs. The Boot Camp will run for 90 days and players
will be rewarded with $DING based on how much ADA they
spend on Forging during this program.
This allows for bootstrapping the initial PXL Wars ADA
Treasury as well as provide means for users to gain $DING at an
advantageous rate, regardless if they hold Genesis PXLZ or
metaPXLZ.
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PXL Wars PvP

The PXL Wars PvP is the main driver of the project. This is
where users will play against each-other with their Forged PXL
Squad for ADA prizes.
The PvP aims to be an exciting turn-based gaming experience
where users will get to strategise their moves and fully harness
the power of their PXLZ abilities.
Both the gameplay and the overall user experience will be built
so as to seamlessly integrate with the Cardano blockchain’s
capabilities and eUTxO model.
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PXL Skirmishes

PXL Skirmishes are meant to help players test out strategies
and practice their PvP skills without spending any ADA on
forging. As a consequence, rewards for winning Skirmish battles
will not be paid out in ADA but in Skirmish Tickets.
The Skirmishes provide a free entry point into the PXL Wars
game for users who want to have a taste before fully committing.
Skirmishes will require the user to spend Skirmish Tickets in
order to participate but don’t worry! A bunch of these tickets are
given for free upon creating a new account and are also
purchasable from the in-game shop by using $DING.
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In-game Shop & Loot Boxes
The PXL shop will allow users to acquire several types of ingame items which can provide the extra edge needed to win.

Cosmetics
Consumables

Rock that epic PXL skin

Potions & boosters

Battle Arenas
Play on your home turf

Consumables will be usable both in-game and outside of the
game and will consist of special potions which can boost your
PXL Squad’s abilities.
Cosmetics are special 1/1 skins which your forged PXLZ can
equip for a truly unique look.
Battle Arenas will provide special buffs to your PXL Squad.
PXL Loot Boxes can be acquired with ADA and will give out
random selection of goodies based on the box’s rarity.
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Forging Explained
A minimum of 3 Forged PXLZ are required in order to play PvP.
There are 5 PXL bases in the game.
DEAD

REPTILE

MAX ATTRIBUTES: 6
Starting Lives: 0
Balanced & Versatile

MAX ATTRIBUTES: 5
Starting Lives: 1
Fast & Stealthy

VAMPIRE

WEREWOLF

MAX ATTRIBUTES: 4
Starting Lives: 2
Proficient Caster

MAX ATTRIBUTES: 3
Starting Lives: 3
Damage Dealer & Tank

ALIEN
MAX ATTRIBUTES: 2
Starting Lives: 4
All Around Support

A base can support up to 6 forging slots. Each forging slot can be
used by one attribute. Each attribute (69 total) provides special
abilities to a PXL (active or passive). Each forged PXL can have
up to 6 lives. No more than 3 identical attributes can be forged /
account. The maximum number of PXLZ which can be forged by
one account is 20. Forged PXLZ can be removed to free up space.
Once forged, a user cannot remove or add attributes on a PXL.
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Forging Explained (continued)
Each PXL base will come equipped with its own stats (presented
in the form of numeric values for H(it) P(points), STR(ength),
DEX(terity) and INT(elligence).

The stats of a PXL base will be determined randomly from a min/
max interval upon Forging and will reflect the specialty of that
Base.
Stats can be improved by forging attributes.
PXL Bases will also feature passive and active native abilities
which can be used during battle.
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Forging Explained (continued)
Attributes can be forged on top of a user’s existing PXL bases
provided they are compatible with that specific base.
Each attribute comes equipped with its own stats modifiers either adding or subtracting from the stats of the PXL they are
being forged on top of.
Each attribute also comes equipped with a passive or active
ability which can be used in battle.
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Game Economy
The PXL Wars economy will run on 2 main engines:

ADA Treasury
Fueled by forging PXLZ,
provides rewards to PXL
Wars PvP winners.

$DING Treasury
$DING
Treasury
Fueled by in-game
purchases
$DING, pays
Fueledwith
by in-game
for
T2
&
T3
staking
APY
purchases with $DING, pays
for T2 & T3 staking APY

These will provide the necessary stability for maintaining the
overall health of the ecosystem. Alongside these 2 main
treasuries there are also a couple of secondary ones, equally as
important to the PXL ecosystem as these two are for the game.

Genesis holders ADA
Treasury
Provides ADA rewards to
Genesis PXL holders.
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Game Economy (continued)
The introduction of $DING into the PXL Ecosystem demands
that the original fund distribution model evolves into one which
reflects this newly added complexity.
As such, the original PXL Wars Seasons have been discarded in
favour of a continuous global game flow.
Furthermore, forged PXLZ will no longer be scrapped with each
new season but will feature a number of lives based on the
number of attributes which are forged on each of them as well as
the type of the base which is being forged (minimum lives = 1).
Forging will funnel funds into the PXL Wars ADA Treasury as
well as into the Genesis PXL Holders ADA Treasury based on
how many attributes are being forged per each PXL.
The more attributes that are being forged on one single PXL, the
more of the total forging cost will be funnelled into the Wars
ADA Treasury and vice-versa.
In the long term, this does not affect overall Genesis Holder
Rewards.
Consequentially, once a PXL has been forged, a user may not
add extra attributes on top, even if not all forging slots have
been filled.
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Game Economy (continued)
Here’s an example of how this will work.

The fewer attributes are being forged on a PXL, the more ADA
goes to the Holder Treasury but at a lower frequency. The more
attributes are being forged per PXL, a lower percentage of ADA
will go to the Holder Treasury at a higher frequency in favour of
a higher percentage going to the PXL Wars ADA Treasury.
Bases will also be rewarded following the same model with 0
attribute bases to receive a fixed ADA amount at each PXL forge.
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Game Economy (continued)
Genesis holders will be able to redeem their ADA rewards on a
familiar rotation basis.
Attribute revenue rotation will be dictated by the attribute
number rarity of each PXL which features the attribute which is
being forged: 8-attri / 1-attri / 6-attri / 2-attri / 3-attri / 5-attri /
4-attri, in the ascending order of their respective PXL IDs.
Base revenues & Legendary revenues will be distributed in the
ascending order of the underlying PXL ID.
Legendary Genesis PXL revenues will be fuelled by a percentage
deducted from the Loot Box revenue.
Since rewards will now likely be different / each forge process,
the original reward redeem model has also changed into a timebased one. As such, there will be an average, uniform reward /
attribute or base calculated at an interval of time in order to
create a uniform payout distribution.
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Game Economy (continued)
10-60% ADA spent on Forging
FORGING PXLZ

90-40% ADA spent on Forging

PXL FORGE
ADA TREASURY

ADA Rewards for
winning PXL Wars PvP
PvP Winner

Genesis Holders
ADA TREASURY

Genesis Holder Revenue Rotation
Genesis PXL holders will be able to redeem their ADA
rewards based on the rarity of their PXL
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Game Economy (continued)

In-game purchases made
using $DING

In-game Loot Box purchases
made using ADA

$DING

% ADA

PXL Forge $DING
Treasury

ADA COLLATERAL
TREASURY
Helps insure the health of the
PXL Wars Ecosystem

$DING APY Staking
Rewards
$DING Stakers

Buys $DING with
ADA, replenishes
the Treasury

$DING
Trading
% ADA
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Terms of Use
A user holds all rights over a Genesis PXL Non-Fungible Token
which sits in their Cardano wallet.
As such, they can use it for virtually any purpose including
revenue gains as long as those purposes do not devalue the
DEADPXLZ main brand image or interests in any way.
It’s always best to ask so feel free to engage via the PXLZ social
channels found on both covers of this document or just pop an
email to af@pxlz.org.
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Disclaimer
The information presented within this document is subject to
change at any time without prior notice. The information
presented within this document is of a purely informational
nature & nothing which is mentioned within this document is to
be considered a guarantee by the project creator or team.
All available information provided in this document is accurate
and up to date and does not constitute professional, financial or
investment advice.
Anyone intending to purchase DEADPXLZ $DING token or NFT
should seek independent professional advice before acting on the
basis of current information.
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